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1. INTRODUCTION

The polar regions belong to the regions of which the least information is available about the current and
predicted states of surface and atmosphere. We present advances in a method to determine the total (col-
umn) water vapour (TWV) of the polar atmosphere over open water, sea ice and land ice from space-bourne
microwave radiometer data, in particular data from the sensor AMSU-B (Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit B) on the new generation polar orbiting satellites of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration), NOAA-15, NOAA-16, and NOAA-17(AMSU-B reference); likewise, data from the sensor
SSM/T2 (Special Sensor Microwave) on the DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) satellites
can be used. The frequencies and numbering of the AMSU-B channels are shown in the following table.
The first two channels, 16 (89 GHz) and 17 (150 GHz), are window channels, while the remaining three are

AMSU-B channel 16 17 20 19 18
Frequency [GHz] 89.0 150.0 182.31±7 182.31±3 182.31±1

Table 1: AMSU-B channels and frequencies

centred around the strong water vapour absorption/emission line at 183.3 GHz. The width of the imaged
strip (swath) is about 2000 km, the resolution on the ground is between about 15 and 50 km, increasing
from the centre to the edge of the swath. Since there are about 14 satellite passes a day, the whole globe
is covered once daily, with a lot of overlap in the polar regions. The sensor SSM/T2 is very similar to
AMSU-B, except for a lower resolution of 50 to 100 km.

2. WATER VAPOUR RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

While AMSU-B is designed and operationally used for humidity sounding, this fails over polar regions
since there, (1) the total water vapour content of the atmosphere is so low that the contribution caused by
surface emission is substantial and (2) the surface emission is poorly known and highly variable because of
variable ice cover of the seas.

Our method which retrieves total water vapour is complementary in that it works exactly where the atmo-
sphere is dry enough for the ground to be ”seen” by the sensor, and it is mostly independent of the surface
emissivity. The basic idea [Miao et al. , 2001] is to use three channels where the surface emissivity is
similar but the water vapour absorption is different, such as the three AMSU-B channels centred around the
183.3 GHz water vapour line.

Starting from the radiative transfer equation for a not too opaque atmosphere in the approximation of
Guissard and Sobieski [1994], the following equation for the total water vapour W can be derived [Miao
et al. , 2001]:

W sec θ = C0 + C1 log

[
Ti − Tj − Fy

Tj − Tk − Fx

]
(1)
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where θ is the viewing angle, Ti is the brightness temperature measured by AMSU-B at channel no. i, while
the three channels i, j, and k are sorted in such a way that for the corresponding water vapour absorption
coefficients, κi, κj , κk, we have κi < κj < κk. The four parameters C0, C1, Fx, Fy, which we shall call
“calibration parameters”, have to be determined empirically. To do this, radiosonde data (Arctic, 1997 till
2001, about 27000 profiles), were taken as input for simulating AMSU-B brightness temperatures with the
radiative transfer model ARTS (The Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator, Buehler et al. [2005]),
using a range of different surface emissivities between 0.6 and 0.96. In addition, from the humidity data of
each radiosonde profile, the total water vapour was calculated directly. Several linear regressions then yield
the four calibration parameters C0, C1, Fx, Fy [details: Miao , 1998].

Using the three channels near the water vapour line (AMSU-B channels 20, 19, and 18, i.e., (i, j, k) =
(20, 19, 18)), the method works up to total water vapour contents of about 1.5 kg/m2. If we replace the
most water-vapour sensitive channel 18 by the window channel 17 at 150GHz, i.e., (i, j, k) = (17, 20, 19),
the method works up to total water vapour contents of about 6 kg/m2. Such water vapour values are typical
for the Arctic ocean, Siberia and Northern Canada in winter, and for Greenland almost year-round. So, if we
have determined those four calibration parameters, the TWV can be calculated from AMSU-B brightness
temperatures without any further input.

In order to extend the retrieved water vapour range to higher values, the channel 19 is replaced by the
window channel 16 at 89GHz, i.e., (i, j, k) = (16, 17, 20). Since the emissivity of sea ice and ocean at
89GHz is significantly different from the emissivity at 150 and 183 GHz, the emissivity does not cancel out
any more, and instead of Eq. (1), we get the ”extended algorithm”

W sec θ = C0 + C1 log

(
r2

r1

[
Ti − Tj − Fy

Tj − Tk − Fx
+ C

]
− C

)
(2)

Here, r1 = 1−ε89 and r2 = 1−ε157 are the surface reflectivities, C depends on the water vapour absorption
coefficients but can safely be approximated by 1 for TWV above 6 kg/m2, and the other variables have the
same meaning as in Eq. (1) above. This means that now, some information about the emissivity of sea ice
at 89 and 150 GHz is needed. We have extracted this information from emissivity measurements over sea
ice and open water during the SEPOR/POLEX (Surface Emissivities in Polar Regions-Polar Experiment;
Selbach [2003]) campaign: Analysis of these data shows a moderately high correlation of the emissivities
ε89 and ε157 of sea ice at 89 and 150

GHz, respectively. A linear regression yields

ε89 = 0.1809 + 0.8192ε157 (3)

where we have imposed the additional constraint that ε89(ε157 = 1) = 1. Based on these data, the re-
flectivity ratio r2/r1 over sea ice can be approximated by a constant value of 1.22. This means that for
the extended algorithm, we need, in addition to the four calibration constants, information on the sea ice
cover. The algorithm is then applied over sea ice. Since the emissivity of open water is rather well known
[Deblonde and English , 2000], it is in principle possible to adapt the extended algorithm to the use over
open water. However, we have not done this here since there are other remote sensing methods to retrieve
TWV over open water, e.g., from other passive microwave sensors like SSM/I. Using this extended al-
gorithm, the upper limit of the TWV that can be retrieved is about 12 kg/m2. Thus, combining all three
”sub-algorithms” mentioned so far (using channel triples 20,19,18; 17,20,19; 16,17,20), TWV values from
0 to about 12 kg/m2 can be retrieved from AMSU-B data, using three sets of the four calibration parameters.
Each sub-algorithm is used as long as both the numerator and the denominator in Eq. (1) are negative.
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Fig. 1: Left: TWV from NCEP reanalysis data; right: TWV derived from AMSU-B data. 19March, 2001.
White areas are areas where TWV is too high for the retrieval algorithm

3. VALIDATION

In order to validate the algorithm, we have collocated TWV data derived from AMSU-B data with TWV
data from ECMWF reanalysis data (ERA 40). For the winter months, the correlation is 0.91, and the mean
deviation of AMSU-B TWV from ECMWF TWV is 0.28 kg/m2. Since the TWV values at that time of the
year are below 6 kg/m2 over most of the Arctic, the extended algorithm is not used, and the TWV retrieval
is independent of the surface emissivity.

For late summer, when the ice extent is smallest and the TWV values are highest, the TWV retrieval
relies mostly on the extended algorithm that uses the above-mentioned approximation of the reflectivity
ratio. Consequently, the correlation is considerably lower, 0.61, but still meaningful. Likewise, the mean
deviation of AMSU-B TWV from ECMWF TWV is higher, 2.8 kg/m2. However, since there is currently
no other way for remotely sensing total water vapour over sea ice, this is nevertheless valuable information.

4. RESULTSRESULTS

We have calculated TWV from all AMSU-B data north of 50◦N for the years 1999 to 2003. Fig. 1 shows
a map of a one-day average of TWV for X March, 2002 from NCEP (National Centers for Environmental
Prediction) reanalysis data (left), and derived from AMSU-B data using our algorithm (right). Fig. 2 shows
daily averages of TWV from AMSU-B data for 4 subsequent days in March 2002, The propagation of a
humid air intrusion through the Bering Strait into the inner Arctic is clearly visible from March 18 to 20,
and on the following day the humid air has started dispersing.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

With the method presented here, it is possible to retrieve total water vapour (TWV) up to about 6 kg/m2

from AMSU-B data, independent of the potentially unknown surface emissivity. With the additional input
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Fig. 2: TWV derived from AMSU-B data for, left to right, top to bottom, 18, 19, 20, and 21 March, 2002

of a rough estimate of sea ice emissivities, TWV over sea ice can be determined up to about 12 kg/m2.
Maps of the polar total water vapour derived by our method show details that are missed by, e.g., model or
reanalysis data because of the sparsity of observations.

The possibility to assimilate total water vapour derived in such a way into numerical weather prediction
models has been explored the EU project IOMASA (Integrated Observing and Modelling of the Arctic Sea
Ice and Atmosphere). The total water vapour data might also be used together with regional models for
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water cycle investigations.

Since the emissivity of sea ice between 50 and 200 GHz has not been investigated thoroughly, data that
complement the SEPOR/POLEX data on emissivity could help to refine the extended algorithm.
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